
June Stock Recommendation for the Baby Boomer Portfolio, Noble Corp. (NE) 

 

Noble Corp. is a global company that provides contract-drilling services for the energy industry.  

Most of their business is offshore and deep offshore. 

 

They are planning a spinoff of their older fleet by the end of 2014.  

 

Valuation: 

 

Below is the valuation from our Stock Scorecard: 

 

 
 

The price target for NE according to our scorecard is $45.48. The valuation is basically based on 

a discounted cash flow valuation model. The upper bound is a much higher $51.39, and the 

lower bound is $40.24, higher than the current price. NE is undervalued according to all price 

targets. 

 

Earnings aren’t expected to grow about 18% to $3.41 in 2014, and to $3.78 in 2015, close to an 

11% increase. 

 

The industry and NE have a lower P/E than the market, so if the multiple were to expand to 14, 

the stock could be priced at about $47. This price target is close to the target price of our Stock 

Scorecard.  

 

 

More Fundamental Metrics 



 

Market Capitalization, $8.65 billion    Revenue, $4.39 billion 

Investors are paying about $2 for a dollar of revenue. This stock is fairly valued according to 

these metrics, and the price targets above. 

 

Profit Margin, 20.26% 

 

Long-Term Debt, $5.56 billion 

 

Dividend Yield, 4.5% (currently, dividend yield is volatile) 

 

Yahoo Finance has NE’s dividend at 4.5%, I’m not sure where they get their numbers from. 

 

Below is the history of NE’s dividend: 

  
 

The dividend has been very volatile. If we use the current dividend, the yield will be a low 1.5%. 

 

Bullish Case 

 

 The global economy needs oil, and global producers are having to go deep offshore to 

find and develop. NE can help oil companies drill for oil deep offshore. 

 

 The offshore drilling oil business is very profitable. 

 

 There are high barriers to entry in the offshore drilling industry 

 

 The spinoff should help NE shareholders 

 

 Mexico is reforming its energy industry. NE has a relationship with Mexico’s Pemex and 

should benefit from Mexico’s reforms. 

 

 NE also has business with Brazil’s Petrobras. 

 

Bearish Case 

 

 Other offshore drillers are building more rigs that could reduce day rates for offshore 

drilling rigs. 

 

 Pemex and Petrobras can terminate their contracts with NE with short notice. 

 

 In the past, when day rates fall they have been dramatic. 



 

 Big oil companies have been cutting back on capital spending. 

 

Technical Analysis 

 

Below is a long-term chart for NE: 

 

 
 

Let’s review the chart: 

 

 The offshore drillers did very well from the early 2000s until 2008. Each year, the easy, 

cheap oil had been found onshore and shallow offshore, so oil companies were going 

deep offshore to find oil. Offshore drillers like NE benefited from this trend. 

 

 NE is now about 50% lower than its peak made before the Great Recession. 

 



 The industry was rebounding, but then the boom in shale oil, natural gas and fracking  

caused capital spending and efforts back to onshore drilling. 

 

Support is near $30, resistance is around $40.  

Recommendation 

Let’s sell short a put near support. 

Open to sell short the NE Sept. $31 put, symbol NE140920P31, at the market. 

UNH is around $34.58, and the option is around $.63. 

If we are assigned, our cost basis would be about $30.37, close to major support.  


